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Aristotle’s theory of
projectile motion

A shot object (cannon ball)
follows a straight line until it
loses its impetus at which
point it falls straight to the
ground.
Daniel Santbech
Problematum Astronomicorum et
Geometricorum Sectiones Septem
(1561)

Niccolò Fontana (1499–1577)
‘Tartaglia’ (the stammerer)
1512

Wounded by French soldier

1535

Won a mathematics challenge by
being able to solve two types of
cubic equation

1537

La nova scientia

1543

First Italian edition of Euclid’s
Elements

1556-60 Trattato di numeri et misure, 3 vol.
“Treatise on Numbers and
Measures”

La nova scientia (1537)

“The mathematical sciences speak:
Who wishes to know the various
causes of things, learn about
us. The way is open to all.”

La nova scientia (1537)

La nova scientia (1537)
Trajectory composed of three
segments:
Violent motion
(i) rectilinear segment
(ii) an arc of circumference
Natural motion
(iii) rectilinear segment turning
towards the centre of the Earth.

Claimed maximum range is attained
when angle of elevation is 45o.

Galileo Galilei (1564–1642)
The Dialogues of the Two New Sciences (1638)
Includes inclined plane experiment to
determine the path of a projectile

Galileo’s experiment to determine projectile motion
Galileo placed an inclined plane on a table and
provided it with a curved piece at the bottom
which deflected an inked bronze ball into a
horizontal direction.
The accelerated ball rolled over the table-top
with uniform motion and then fell off the edge
of the table.
Where the ball hit the floor, it left a small mark.
The mark allowed the horizontal and vertical
distances travelled by the ball to be measured.
By varying the ball's horizontal velocity and
vertical drop, Galileo determined that the path
of a projectile is parabolic.

A page from Galileo’s notebooks
describing projectile motion

Parabolic trajectory sufficiently accurate for
heavy mortar shells fired at low velocity
“This excessive Impetus of Projects, thrown with
such Violence, may cause some Irregularity in the
Path of the Project; by making the parabolic lines
less inclin’d, or curv’d at its Beginning than at its
End; but this can be of little or no Prejudice to
our Author in practical Operations: Amongst
which the Chief is the Composition of a Table of
Ranges, which contains the Distances Balls are
flung to at every different Elevation; and because
such Projections or Shots are made with Mortars,
by Help of a small Quantity of Powder; in these,
the Impetus not being supernatural, the Projects
describe their Paths exactly enough.” (p.390)
Galileo understood the effects of air
resistance - deforms parabolic trajectory at
high velocity but negligible at low velocity.

English translation (1730)

Samuel Sturmy The Mariner’s Magazine (1669)
The concept of 3-part motion for a projectile
moving through air persisted after Galileo.

Incorporating the effects of
air resistance on the
motion of a projectile, with
its observed trajectory,
proved problematic.

Nicholas François Blondel
L’art de jetter les bombes (1669)

Benjamin Robins (1707-1751)

‘transformed ballistics into a Newtonian science’
1707

b. Bath

c.1725

Moved to London to study with Henry Pemberton

1727

Fellow of the Royal Society

1742

New Principles of Gunnery

1746

Royal Society Copley Medal

1749

Appointed Engineer General of the East India Company

1750

Arrived Fort David, India

1751

d. India

On account of his curious Experiments for showing the
resistance of the Air, and his rules for establishing his
doctrine thereon for the motion of Projectiles

Pemberton edited 3rd
edition of Newton’s
Principia (1726)

New Principles of Gunnery (1742)
“A beautiful example of the scientific method”
Preface (57 pp)
Cites many earlier authors including Tartaglia,
Galileo …
1.

On the Force of Gunpowder (65 pp)
[Interior Ballistics]

2.

Of the Resistance of the Air, and of the
Track described by the Flight of Shot and
Shells (30 pp)
[Exterior Ballistics]

Gives a series of propositions which form
a model for ballistic theory; tests the
model's predictions against experiment.

The need to understand air resistance

For a particular shot, parabolic theory predicts range of ‘about 17 miles’;
actual range ‘short of half a mile’

Robins’ Ballistics Pendulum
Uses Newton’s mechanics & Huygens
theory of the pendulum to:
• Calculate initial velocity of projectile
• Measure air resistance
“[Robins’s] method of finding the
velocity of a ball by experiment is,
without doubt, one of the most ingenious
and useful discoveries in artillery.
Whatever had been delivered on that
subject before him, was not only
uncertain but erroneous.”
Leonhard Euler

Robins’ Ballistics Pendulum
Projectiles are fired horizontally so that
they strike the plate of wood GHIK,
causing it to swing back in an arc around
the pivot EF.
As the plate swings, it pulls a ribbon W
through a slot in the mounting; the
length of ribbon is equal to the length of
the arc through which the plate swings.
Robins used this arc length to compute
the vertical distance through which the
plate had moved, and so compute the
change in its gravitational potential
energy.

E
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Robins’ Whirling Arm (1746)
Different shaped objects mounted on the
tip of the arm and spun in different
directions.
The shape of the object affected the air
resistance, or drag, even though equal
total areas were being spun and exposed
to the airstream.
Newton’s theories did not adequately
describe the complex relationship
between drag, the shape and orientation
of the object, and air velocity.
Experiments limited by speed of whirling
arm (a few feet p/s).

The whirling arm was widely
used in aeronautical research
until the development of the
wind tunnel towards the end
of the 19th century.

Air resistance

“Greatest part of authors”
have established that air
resistance is “in the duplicate
proportion of its velocity” but
Robins will show that this is
“excessively erroneous”
except “when confined within
certain limits”.

Robins identifies the ‘Magnus effect’

Today this is known as the Magnus effect
after the German physicist Gustav Magnus
(1802–1870) who investigated aerodynamic
forces on spinning spheres in 1852.

Leonhard Euler (1707-1783)
1707
1721

b. Basel
University of Basel

1727
1733

St Petersburg Academy
Chair of Mathematics

1741

Berlin Academy

1766
1783

St Petersburg
d. St Petersburg

Euler’s works: Theory of numbers; musical harmony; infinite series;
logarithms; complex numbers; calculus, mechanics; astronomy;
lunar theory; wave motion; stability of sailing ships; ballistics, ….

Euler’s works on ballistics
1727

‘Meditatio in experimenta explosione
tormentorum nuper instituta’
[Meditation on experiments made recently on the
firing of a canon]

1745

Neue Grundsätze der Artillerie

1753

‘Recherches sur la véritable courbe que décrivent
les corps jetés dans l’air, ou dans un autre fluide
quelconque’

‘Meditatio in experimenta explosione tormentorum nuper
instituta’ (1727)
[Meditation on experiments made recently on the firing of a canon]
Although not published until 1862, famous for being the first paper to employ
‘e’ to represent base of natural logs.
Written at the end of 1727 or beginning of 1728, when Euler was just 21 years old.
Describes seven experiments performed 21 August - 2 September 1727 (probably
performed by Daniel Bernoulli).
Aim was to measure accurately the speeds, as transmitted through the air, of the flash
and sound of cannon shot.

Letter from Euler to Frederick the Great (1744)
“My infinite desire to serve Your Majesty has made me
want to apply my strength to a science which could have
some important utility for the service of Your Majesty.
But as the research requires a lot of experiments and I
do not find myself in a position to undertake such work,
I think I would better satisfy my desire by working on an
English book on artillery, which has recently appeared.
The author, who is called Robins, having made a large
number of experiments, has fortunately deduced … how
much the true velocity with which shells are fired and
their motion are altered by air resistance.
Since this research can contribute much to the
perfection of artillery, especially if one took the trouble
to develop it better, and illuminate it fully, I judge that
the public would be able to profit rather considerably, if
I were to undertake to translate this work …”

Euler’s Neue Grundsätze der Artillerie
(1745)
• Euler received advice
from Johann Bernoulli I
and from Count von
Schmettau.
• Written in German
[supposedly] to be
accessible to lower
military officers.

Johann Bernoulli I

• Five times as many
pages as Robins’ text!

Artillery field marshal
Count Samuel von Schmettau

Robins’ critique of Euler and Euler’s critique of Robins
Robins (1739)
Robins unsparingly criticises Euler, e.g.
• “… [Euler] has unfortunately followed the principles of his
calculus with so little caution, as even to contradict
Euclide himself.”
• “The fourth chapter has affixed to it a very pompous title.”
And so on ….

Euler (1745)
Euler critiques Robins (as well as praising him), e.g.
“[Robins’ account] appears to be so well grounded and
conformable to the truth as not to admit of the least objection.
But he must be either unacquainted with several books on the
theory of artillery … or else he must have purposely passed
over them in silence, in order to exalt the merit of his own
discoveries.”

Euler endorses the use of fluxions for artillery purposes

“Some are of the opinion that fluxions are applicable only in such subtle
speculations and can be of no practical use; or, at most, whatever
conclusions can be obtained by them are owing to the well known lower
parts of mathematics; but what has just been said of artillery is sufficient
to remove this prejudice. It may be affirmed, that many things which
depend on mathematics cannot be explained in all their circumstances
without the help of fluxions ...”
Euler Preface

Euler acknowledges the difficulty of finding the true path
of a cannon ball
“Here, again, Mr. Robins gives us farther expectations of
discovering the real track of a cannon ball. It is some years
since his book was published, and nothing more that I
know of has appeared on the subject. This enquiry is so
difficult, that the author was in the right to require a
longer time to complete it.”
Euler Chapter 2

Euler’s additions to Robins
Takes each of Robins’ principles and erects on them his own new
principles
• Corrects Robins’ errors and criticises some of his assumptions, eg:
• E thinks R’s theorem for determining the velocity of the ball leaving the
gun is “not … at all accurate”. E additionally considers things such as gun
length.
• R originally assumed the blow of the ball against the pendulum passes
through the centre of gravity of the board – this rarely happens.
(R corrected this in 1743 in Phil Trans RS but unknown to E)

• Investigates several new topics, eg:
• the theoretical strength of a gun barrel (early analysis of a pressure
vessel)
• the metal for gun barrels
• structure of the cannon, the gun carriage platform and recoil
• quality of gunpowder

Horizontal fire

Ball fired horizontally from 𝐸𝐸 to 𝐹𝐹, where distance is not too great.
Ball falls to 𝐺𝐺, angle 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 very small.

Consider point 𝑃𝑃 on 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 and point 𝑀𝑀 directly below it, to which the
ball will fall as it moves from 𝐸𝐸 towards 𝑃𝑃.
Want to find the time to reach point 𝑃𝑃; the angle through which
the ball has fallen; and the velocity of the shot at 𝑃𝑃.

Euler’s (eventual) solutions
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+
𝑣𝑣 = 𝑏𝑏 −
4𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
32𝑛𝑛2 𝑐𝑐 2 ℎℎ
b - height from which body must fall to acquire velocity with which body is projected from 𝐸𝐸
c - diameter of the ball
n - is ratio of density of ball to density of air
𝑣𝑣 - velocity of ball
𝑥𝑥 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

Shot fired at an oblique angle to the horizon

Euler’s results
• The range at any given angle of elevation will be less than that of the case with no air
resistance. As the angle of elevation increases, so will the difference between the
actual range and the range in the non-resistance case.
• The greatest range will occur at some angle less than 45o,
and if 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 >> 𝑏𝑏, ie shot is large and/or very heavy and moving at slow speed, an
estimate for the angle that gives maximum range is
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and if 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 >> 𝑏𝑏, ie shot is large and/or very heavy and moving at slow speed, an
estimate for the angle that gives maximum range is

But this is not very useful and improvements will have to wait for a later date!

Euler’s results
• The range at any given angle of elevation will be less than that of the case with no air
resistance. As the angle of elevation increases, so will the difference between the
actual range and the range in the non-resistance case.
• The greatest range will occur at some angle less than 45o,
and if 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 >> 𝑏𝑏, ie shot is large and/or very heavy and moving at slow speed, an
estimate for the angle that gives maximum range is

But this is not very useful and improvements will have to wait for a later date!
• Euler (incorrectly) denied the existence of what is now called the ‘Magnus’ effect –
argued instead for imperfections in the bullet’s curvature.
• Euler expressed D’Alembert’s paradox for fluid flow (published by D’Alembert only in
1752).

Euler’s 1753 paper
Recherches sur la véritable courbe que décrivent les corps
jetés dans l’air, ou dans un autre fluide quelconque
•

Provided first complete analysis of the equations for ballistic motion in
a resisting medium

•

Assumed projectile’s air resistance was proportional to velocity squared

•

Numerically integrated equations representing the trajectory’s range,
altitude, time and velocity using the trapezoidal rule.

•

Provided ballistics tables which could determine velocity, range,
maximum altitude and flight time, for a projectile fired at certain
muzzle velocities and angles of elevation.*

* Robins presented ballistic tables for his analysis to the Royal Society in 1746 but they were
not published until 1761 when James Wilson published Mathematical Tracts of the Late
Benjamin Robins.

Letter from ARJ Turgot to Louis XVI
23 August 1774

“The famous Leonhard Euler, one of the greatest
mathematicians of Europe, has written two works which
could be very useful to the schools of the navy and the
Artillery. One is a Treatise on the Construction and Manœver
of Vessels; the other is a commentary of the principles of
artillery of Robins … I propose that Your Majesty order these
to be printed. ... It is to be noted that an edition made thus
without the consent of the author injures somewhat the kind
of ownership he has of his work. But it is easy to recompense
him in a manner very flattering for him and glorious to Your
Majesty. The means would be that Your Majesty would
vouchsafe to authorize me to write on Your Majesty’s part to
the lord Euler and to cause him to receive a gratification
equivalent to what he could gain from the edition of his book,
which would be about 5,000 francs. This sum will be paid
from the secret accounts of the Navy. ”

ARJ Turgot (1727-1781)
Minister of the Navy
Controller-General of
Finances

Letter from ARJ Turgot to Euler
1775
“When I was in charge of the Navy I thought that I could do
nothing better for the young men at the Naval and Gunnery
Schools than to get them to study the books that you have
written on these two branches of mathematics. Consequently,
I proposed to the King to print, under his authority, your
treatise on the construction and properties of vessels, and a
French translation of your commentary on the principles of
gunnery of Robins.
If I had been able to reach you, I would have asked your
consent before using your books but I knew that the King
would compensate you for this appropriation of your property.
His Majesty has authorised me to pay you 1,000 Roubles as
evidence of the esteem in which he holds your works … ”

Hugh Brown’s translation of Euler’s Neue Grundsätze (1777)
The true principles of gunnery investigated and
explained.
Comprehending translations of Professor Euler’s
observations upon the new principles of gunnery,
published by the late Mr. Benjamin Robins, and that
celebrated author’s Discourse upon the track
described by a body in a resisting medium, inserted in
the memoirs of the Royal academy of Berlin for the
year 1753. To which are added, many necessary
explanations and remarks, together with Tables
calculated for practice, the use of which is illustrated
by proper examples; with the method of solving that
capital problem, which requires the elevation for the
greatest range with any given initial velocity.

Lombard’s translation of Euler
(1783)

Jean-Louis Lombard (1723-1794)
Professor of Mathematics at the
Royal School of Artillery at
Auxonne.
Teacher of Napoléon.

Napoléon and Robins-Euler
Napoléon studied Lombard’s translation
of Euler while at Royal School of Artillery
at Auxonne (1788-1791)
Principes d’Artillerie - 12 page summary
of Robins’ work written in 1788

Napoléon inconnu, papiers inédits (1895)

The spread of Robins’ and Euler’s work on ballistics
1751

Robins’ text translated into French by Jean Baptiste Le Roy for the
Academy of Sciences in Paris.

1761

James Wilson publishes Mathematical Tracts of Benjamin Robins

1764

HF Graevenitz, a German infantry officer, provided a complete set of
ballistics tables using Euler’s method

1777

Euler’s text (with additions) translated into French by Hugh Brown

1781

GF Tempelhoff, director of Prussian Military Academy
Le bombardier prussien
Built on Robins’ and Euler’s analysis

1783

Euler’s text translated into French by Jean-Louis Lombard
Studied by Napoléon while at the artillery school at Auxonne

1805

Charles Hutton edited a new edition of Robins’ collected works
for use at RMA Woolwich (including New Principles of Gunnery)

1745

720 pages

1742

152 pages

Jean-Baptiste
Le Roy
French
translation of
Robins
1751
(unpublished)

1805

153 pages
+ 185 pages

1777

366 pages

1783

537 pages

